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Champions of MultiValue
have long been vocal about
the need to raise the profile 
of MultiValue technology. With
the debut of OpenQM, 
Ladybridge Systems has
taken steps to do just that; 
its ambitious goal is to create
the world's fastest developing
MultiValue database by
releasing it as open source
software.  PAGE 8
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It’s been almost 15 years since we at
Spectrum did a definitive study on the

status of the MultiValue industry, and I
can’t believe I’m saying this, but we’re
going to do it again.

There are several challenges in producing
a meaningful study for our industry. First
and foremost is the time and cost. We’re
willing to incur that part of the project, but
we can’t do the job without your help by
participating in the study survey.

The second challenge is that, hard as it is
to believe, some people fib. Even though
as an independent publisher we promise
on our mother’s grave that we will only
release overall statistics and never release
individual survey respondents’ input, there
are still some people who will tell us things
like they sold a gazillion seats when we
know better, so there are some judgment
calls to be made when tallying the results.

Thirdly, it is challenging to avoid counting
the same activities several times. Is a 
vendor reporting sales that have already
been counted by another respondent? It’s
tough to separate out only the added-value
at each stage of the distribution channels.
Then there are companies who have firm
policies of not releasing performance
information and herds of lawyers to make
sure we don’t get the information. I like
that part, because it’s our job to get the
information anyway — and as good
reporters, we will.

A good study also collects the right data to
answer the hard questions. Is the 
MultiValue market growing or shrinking?
That’s the number one question. Are 

consultants and VARs drifting away from
MultiValue or getting more deeply
involved? Is the MultiValue business 
portion of a company’s sales growing,
shrinking or staying the same as a 
percentage of its overall business? What
are the future intentions of companies in
the MultiValue market? What’s their 
perception of the market? Is the industry
gaining new customers or are they
servicing existing customers? How many

users have migrated away from MultiValue?
Why? What applications are most 
successful in the MultiValue market? 
What size companies use MultiValue?
What percentage of users are still green
screen? What is the real size of the 
MultiValue market? These are but just a
few questions to be answered.

And then, of course, the final challenge is
— will we like the answers we get?
Whether we do or not, information is
power, and I think we need to know what
the true MultiValue story is.

I will be releasing the results of this new
study at the welcome presentation of the
25th anniversary Spectrum Show next
March in Long Beach, Calif. This seems like
an appropriate occasion, and it will give us
the time we need to complete the task.

In the meantime, please visit 
www.multivalue.org and complete the
study survey and as a thank you for 
helping us conduct this important
research, every survey participant will
receive a free copy of the study results.

There are two separate surveys — one for
end users, and another for core providers,
VARs, software houses and consultants. 

Thank you all in advance for participating!

Jumping
into the Fray

Again
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How to 
the Smart Way

(ARA) - Just 10 years ago, the

best way to go about selling

things you didn’t need anymore

was to either put on a garage

sale, take out an ad in the classi-

fieds or head on down to the

pawn shop. Today, those options

are still around, but not as popu-

lar as selling them on eBay. 

Ever since coming on the scene

in 1995, eBay has taken the

world by storm. In 2004, the site

generated $34.2 billion dollars in

sales. Only four national retailers

— Wal-Mart, Home Depot, Target

and Costco — ended the year

with stronger numbers; and two

of them are expected to fall

behind eBay by the end of 2005.

So what’s the draw?  “There are

a lot of them, but I’d have to say

efficiency, price and convenience

are the biggies,” says Joseph

Sinclair, author of “eBay the

Smart Way: Selling, Buying and

Profiting on the Web’s #1 

Auction Site.” 

Sinclair discovered eBay in the

company’s early days at a con-

vention he attended with one of

his clients. Back then, he was a

Web site designer working on a

project with a large collectibles

dealer in the San Francisco Bay

area. “I was so fascinated by the

system, when I came back, I pro-

posed writing a book about it,”

he says. He gained his expertise

on eBay not only through

research, but hands-on use.

Sinclair’s book, “eBay the Smart

Way,” now in its fourth edition,

starts out with an introduction to

the basics, like how to navigate

through the site and conduct

searches, then goes into depth

on topics of interest to the entire 

eBay community. For sellers,

there are chapters outlining what

kinds of merchandise sells and how

to conduct auctions, along with

advice for taking and using photo-

graphs and writing promotional

ads. For buyers, bidding strategies

and what to do if merchandise is

lost, damaged, defective or never

gets shipped at all.

Since the book first debuted in

1999, he has shared his expertise

with others on more than 100

radio shows. Here are some of

the most interesting questions he

has been asked:

I bought a kitchen table on eBay, but it arrived damaged. The sell-
er doesn’t return my emails or phone calls. What should I do?

A N S W E R : If the damage occurred in shipment, make a
claim against the insurer or the shipper. If the table was damaged
before shipment, you may be out of luck. eBay probably won’t do any-
thing about it if you report it, as eBay does not get in the middle of dis-
putes between buyers and sellers.

Informing the seller that you will leave negative feedback if he does-
n’t communicate with you might work to get an answer from him.But
don’t threaten to leave negative feedback if he doesn’t replace the
table.That looks like you’re abusing the system to get your way in a
dispute. If nothing works, you can leave negative feedback, and
should, but that won’t get the table fixed or replaced.

I’ve been thinking about selling some of things I’ve collected
over the years on eBay rather than holding a yard sale. What
does it take to sell on eBay, and are there any costs involved?

A N S W E R : It’s easy.You sign up at the eBay Web site to
be a member by filling in an online form.You list your items to sell
individually the same way, by filling in an online form. It doesn’t cost

Q

Q

Joseph Sinclair,
author of 
“eBay the

Smart Way:
Selling, Buying
and Profiting

on the 
Web’s #1 

Auction Site”

Continued on page 46
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OpenQOpenQ
Can an Open So

Finally Put MultiVal
Champions for MultiValue have long

been vocal about the need to raise the

profile of MultiValue in the larger IT

community and bring attention to the

MultiValue database’s assets. Various

ways to go about it have been touted,

but Ladybridge Systems, based in the

U.K., has stepped off the beaten path

and embarked on an ambitious goal—

to create the world's fastest developing

MultiValue database by releasing it as

open source software.
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With the introduction of Ladybridge

Systems’ OpenQM database, a MultiVal-

ue-based database is now in play in the

expansive world of open source soft-

ware.The availability of an open source

MultiValue database exposes the merits

of MultiValue to a whole new audience,

which was one of the main goals of the

people who are behind OpenQM.

Although OpenQM is relatively new to

the world of open source software, the

database itself has been around for

more than 10 years. QM was originally

developed around 1993 as an in-house

tool and for use as an embedded data-

base in application software devel-

oped by Ladybridge Systems. It was

launched in its own right in mid-2001

as a low-cost database product initially

aimed at the small office user, a market

which the company felt was being

ignored by bigger players, according to

Martin Phillips, Ladybridge’s technical

director. An IBM reseller, the company

has been a long-time member of the

MultiValue community, specializing in

UniVerse and UniData, developing and

delivering most of IBM’s U.K. training

for these products, and offering general

consulting services, the company said.

In dealings with IBM clients who use

UniVerse and UniData, and in contact

with users of other MultiValue products,

Ladybridge has frequently encoun-

tered situations in which users of a

legacy application or an off-the-shelf

product that does not require the

advanced features of these databases

are forced to migrate to an alternative,

cheaper database solution, Phillips

said. In the process, the benefits of the

MultiValue data model are lost.The QM

database fit the bill to meet the needs

of these users.

The open source version was released

in September 2004 after Ladybridge

was approached by Sam Anderson of

EasyCo with the idea of making QM

into an open source product. Lady-

bridge has since established a new

dealership structure, making EasyCo

its U.S. distributor.

The term OpenQM is used to refer to

both the commercial QM database and

the open source version, according to

Ladybridge Systems. The commercial

product is available for Windows,Linux

and FreeBSD.The open source product

is issued for Linux, but users are free to

migrate it to other platforms so long as

they stay within the terms of the Gen-

eral Public License, Phillips said.

Recalling the motivation behind the

open source product, Phillips said,

“Sam’s view was that the MultiValue

database world was doomed unless

something could be done to fight back

against the likes of mySQL, which has

rapidly become one of the industry’s

leading databases and, because it is

open source, is growing at an astound-

ing pace.There is a very real possibility

that, as those of us that work with Mul-

tiValue technology leave the industry,

the new breed of developers starting

their careers will have been indoctri-

nated in alternative systems, relegating

the term ‘MultiValue’ to the historical

archives along with other defunct data-

base technologies.”

Anderson said he had been observing

certain negative trends in the MultiVal-

ue market over a number of years, and

QMQM

Continues on page 10

urce Database 
ue on the Map?

OpenQM



wanted to take action. “I was looking

for a solution that I describe as the

‘Open MultiValue Initiative’ at our Web

site, EasyCo.com,” he commented. “The

initiative began from a very simple aware-

ness...not only that the industry had been

dying for 20 years,but that almost all the

death and ‘stillborn-ness’occurred among

the smallest and youngest practitioners

of the MultiValue art.

“Here, there were two problems. The

first is that the small and the young, by

and large,only have the capacity to sell

small, relatively low-value systems.

When ports and tools cost $1,000 a

user, as they commonly do, a lot of

applications cannot be delivered. Simi-

larly, a lot of people will not even begin

to work with such expensive products

when they can find other semi-substi-

tutes for a tiny fraction of the cost.

“The other principal focus of the Mul-

tiValue initiative is the recognition that

the fundamental advantage of MultiVal-

ue has been the labor saving and

responsiveness of the approach. The

advent of GUI technology neutered

much of this advantage by grossly

hiking the time-costs of developing

the presentation layer of the solution.

Thus, that half of the initiative

focused on the encouragement of

low-cost tools that would accelerate

the development times of GUI-based

applications.”

Phillips said at first Ladybridge was

wary of the open source idea for sev-

eral reasons, a major one being the

huge change in its business strategy

and policy that its source code never

be released. “Surely this step would

effectively give away our business,

leaving users free to take a copy of QM

from the Internet and use it without

any revenue to us,” he said.“After con-

siderable discussion, we have been

brought around to the view that mov-

ing to open source is good for us and,

perhaps more importantly, is good for

the users. Intriguingly, it is of benefit to

the whole MultiValue community, not

just QM users, as it has the potential to

reverse the trend predicted by Sam.

“Although the open source version is a

great way to explore QM for free, we

do not see it as a major source of real

users as it is unlikely that a commercial

organization would run its business on

an unsupported product,” Phillips said.

“The open source version also poten-

tially brings the talents of huge num-

bers of developers to the QM product.

We are hopeful that as use grows, these

developers will contribute new com-

ponents to the mainstream commercial

product in much the same way as other

open source products have developed.

We have already received a few such

contributions.”

Where Did QM
Come From?

According to Phillips, QM came into

existence quite by accident. Lady-

bridge was formed in 1992 by ex-

Prime Computer employees. Phillips

himself had been one of the two tech-

nical managers responsible for the

design and development of the

PI/open database, his first introduction

to the power of the MultiValue model.

When Prime decided it no longer

needed his services in a massive cut-

OpenQM
Can an Open Source Database 

Finally Put MultiValue on the Map?

By focusing the 

talents of an 

enormous number of

software writers from

around the world, we

hope to make 

OpenQM the world’s

fastest developing 

MultiValue database and,

ultimately, the most used

MultiValue database in

the world in terms of

number of separate

installations.

– M A R T I N  P H I L L I P S

technical director, Ladybridge Systems

10 ◆ INTERNATIONAL SPECTRUM MAY/JUNE 2005

OpenQM
Continued from page 9
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back in the U.K. workforce, he

acquired legal ownership of a set of

migration tools that he had started

developing in his last few months with

the company. These tools formed the

foundation of the initial product set for

Ladybridge Systems and were used by

many of Prime’s largest customers.

From a project for a programming

environment that could be used on

PCs to develop applications for

PI/open emerged a complete MultiVal-

ue database product that eventually

became the environment for Lady-

bridge’s business systems, effectively

guaranteeing that development would

continue. “Way back in 1993, QM ran

on MS-DOS and Windows for Work-

groups,” Phillips said.“This was quite a

challenge: limited memory space, a 16-

bit programming environment and no

multitasking. The latter forced us to

include our own time slicing system to

allow use of phantom processing.

“As time went on, we moved forward

to a 32-bit compiler on Windows 95

and discarded the original 16-bit

engine and its pseudo-multiprocess

architecture.Today,QM runs on all mul-

titasking Windows platforms, Linux

and FreeBSD.Although our clients typ-

ically run systems with between five

and 20 users, our largest site has 100

users. We have demonstrated a 200-

user version and see no reason why

even larger systems should not be a

practical proposition in a commercial

environment.”

What Is QM?
QM offers the basic core functionality

of MultiValue databases—all of which

are derived from a common public

domain specification—without the

advanced features that are needed

for complex corporate database

systems. “Our main target markets

are small office systems, applica-

tions run on laptop computers, and

to be the underlying database in

low-cost ‘shrink-wrapped’ solu-

tions,” Phillips said.

Because the technology is in the public

domain, legal conflicts have not been

an issue with the release of OpenQM.

“Although QM shares many of the fea-

tures of other MultiValue databases, the

implementation is totally original,” he

said. “None of the source code was

taken from any other products.”

Prior to the 2001 launch as a database

product, QM was developed in stages,

Continues on page 12

•• Restrict access to verbs like ED and
DELETE.FILE without removing
them from the VOC 
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groups, file permissions and ACLs

•• Audit every attempt to use prohibited
database commands and objects

•• Locate inconsistencies and errors 
in users, groups and permissions

Fitzgerald & Long
12341 E. Cornell Ave., #18
Aurora, Colorado 80014-3323 USA

Phone: (303) 755-1102
w w w. f i t z l o n g . c o m

“Have you secured
the database editor?”

Price includes on-site installation and training in North America by one of the authors.
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as Ladybridge discovered the need for

features in its own use of the database,

he said. Since then, development has

been more intensive.“We are extremely

responsive to user requests and issue

updated versions very frequently.”

Even with the introduction of the

open source version in September

2004, the commercial version of QM

will continue to exist. “It will be fully

supported by our distributors, our deal-

ers and ourselves exactly as it’s always

been,” Phillips stated. “From the

reseller’s point of view, the potential for

market growth can only be good news.”

The open source version will be down-

loadable by anyone who wants to, ini-

tially for Linux only. Users will need to

build the software before it can be

used.They are free to modify it in any

way they wish. But, as is standard with

software released under the General

Public License (GPL), it is supplied

with absolutely no warranty and no

support, according to Phillips.

“We expect commercial users to con-

tinue to purchase the supported ver-

sion,” he commented.“What OpenQM

does is make the source code of the

software available to software writers

who want to use it as a basis for their

own development. Under the terms of

the GPL, they are free to distribute

their new software but it must become

open source.

“The most likely way in which devel-

opers will use the open source is to

extend or modify the existing Open-

QM product and, hopefully, contribute

their changes for us to reintegrate into

the standard source. Thus, OpenQM

will grow to meet the needs of its

users. With enough active developers,

this growth could be very rapid.”

QM’s Target 
Market and Price 
Competitiveness

According to Phillips, QM appeals to

any user who needs the core MultiVal-

ue database features at a sensible

price, particularly “users with legacy

applications who want to move away

from more costly platforms.”At the low

end, Ladybridge Systems is working to

make MultiValue systems available to

the “enormous number of single user,

embedded database applications that

have been denied this technology in

the past because of the high price tag

attached to it,” he said.

Once developers start to work with

the publicly released source code and

return their changes to Ladybridge for

inclusion in the standard product,

Phillips said they will expect to see

OpenQM grow rapidly to meet all

kinds of user needs.

Of the many MultiValue databases on

the market, QM is probably the lowest

priced at around $120 per user with

no mandatory support contracts and

free upgrades for one year, he said.The

upgrade period can be extended to 10

years for a small surcharge.“Being low

cost does not mean that we are lacking

functionality,” Phillips added. “QM is

not aimed at large corporate databases

and, hence, does not have some of the

advanced features needed in such an

environment, but it includes all the

core functionality of other MultiValue

products and is continuing to grow.The

original release followed the general

style of the Information-type databases

such as Prime Information, PI/open,

UniVerse, and UniData.We have steadi-

ly added new features to offer closer

compatibility with the PICK-style data-

bases such as D3 and Reality.

“Having said that, QM is not a clone of

any other product and does not set

out to offer a totally effort-free migra-

tion path.There are things that we do

not support which may need small

application changes. Conversely, we

have included some really nice fea-

tures that we believe to be unique.

Users who have migrated applications

have been very positive in their com-

ments about our functionality and the

reliability of QM.”

The Open Source
Impact

Ladybridge envisions that many posi-

tive effects will stem from releasing an

open source version. In addition to

allowing developers to work with the

software and extend the existing

OpenQM product, and in return, con-

tribute their changes to Ladybridge to

reintegrate back into the product,

there’s the educational aspect to con-

sider. “We hope to penetrate the edu-

cational market so that developers

entering the commercial world from

colleges will have experienced the

Continued from page 11

OpenQM
Can an Open Source Database 

Finally Put MultiValue on the Map?

OpenQM
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benefits of the MultiValue data model

and are much more likely to stay with

it rather than going to the more restric-

tive world of fully normalized databas-

es,” Phillips said. “We are aware of at

least one university that is using QM in

its computer courses.

“At the same time, our low cost should

make QM very attractive to application

developers who want to embed a pow-

erful database in their product without

pricing themselves out of the market.

We offer very significant discounts for

high volume, single-user systems,

which makes QM highly attractive for

shrink-wrapped solutions.”

Shown at the Spectrum 2005 trade

show this past March, OpenQM has

clearly struck a chord in the MultiValue

community.“We had established a solid

user base before the dealership

changes in 2004,” Phillips said. “Since

then, the increase in interest has been

astounding. We currently have a large

number of software development com-

panies actively moving applications to

QM from other platforms.We are work-

ing closely with these developers to

ensure that the product has the fea-

tures that they need.”

Ladybridge has also established rela-

tionships with companies offering var-

ious advanced development tools,such

as the AccuTerm terminal emulator

which is now bundled in as part of the

QM package.

Looking to the future, the possibilities

seem limitless. The OpenQM idea has

already taken root and captured the

interest of many MultiValue users look-

ing for an alternative.And Ladybridge is

continuing its forward momentum,

actively considering a Macintosh

implementation, making OpenQM the

only MultiValue database available on

that  platform. Phillips also mentions

the inevitability of Unix versions of

OpenQM in the near future.

To facilitate the movement to OpenQM,

Ladybridge has established the Open-

QM user community to allow users of

the open source product to discuss

development and usage and will soon

set up a similar community discussion

For more information, visit www.ladybridge.com

or www.openqm.com.



VS
monitor their Business Intelligence
and make informed tactical decisions,”
Laura Hatfield, U.S. Operations Manag-
er, told Spectrum magazine.“Based on
that need,Via Systems introduced
Quantum VS myViewpoint, the ultimate
low-cost, feature-rich, graphical Busi-
ness Intelligence solution.”
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Collaboration, critical

information at crucial

times, using corporate data to

discern business trends—these

are just some of the capabili-

ties that businesses need to

compete in an economy that

grows more competitive every

day. Business Intelligence (BI)

is the fast-growing field of

software that delivers these

abilities to managers’ desk-

tops. Business Intelligence, a

phrase coined in 1996 by

research group Gartner Inc., is

defined as “the conversion of

raw data into information and

from information into business

knowledge.” It’s the technology

that transforms large quanti-

ties of raw transaction data

derived from day-to-day opera-

tions into information that can

be used by managers and deci-

sion-makers to help run their

businesses more efficiently

and effectively, with more

insight.

Quantum VS myViewpoint marks the
entry of Via Systems Inc. into the
exploding Business Intelligence mar-
ket.What prompted this international
leader in connectivity products for
the MultiValue marketplace to jump
into the BI fray? “We identified an
increasing need for companies to

At-a-Glance: Quantum myViewpoint’s Features
Dashboard permits visual interpretation of all Key Performance Indicators as gauges, 

thermometers, graphs, etc.

Create refined personalized queries with results automatically compared against 
pre-defined business metrics

Traffic Light Signaling mechanism portrays unacceptable results as business 
performance alerts

Investigate to individual transaction level through point and click drill-down

Run linked queries to incorporate other detail related data

Trend Analysis Arrows aid easy interpretation for results comparison

Automatically refresh pre-defined queries at log-in, updating individual user desktop 
performance alerts

Refresh a specific query or refresh all queries at any time

Record details about how the query operates and all revisions made

Interpret query data in a range of graphical representations such as gauges, bar charts, 
pie charts, graphs, etc.

Compare results over periods with Time Trend Analysis Graphs

Quickly identify best-worst performance by changing sort order

Print query results and graphs to obtain paper copies for meetings

Save query data as a comma-separated value file (csv) and export data to any other 
application or personal productivity product

Use the myViewpoint wizards to simplify query creation, modification and efficient navigation

Quickly create queries by using myViewpoint wizards to choose files, data-sets and 
create calculations

Create your own titles and make column headings specific and meaningful, using your 
own business language

Easily summarize data with subtotals and grand totals, using a combination of row totals, 
column totals and cube totals

Back up queries or share them with others, using backup and restore
Source: Quantum VS myViewpoint Business Intelligence White Paper

Quantum 
myViewpoint:

Delivering Business Knowledge Across the Enterprise

[  H O T P R O D U C T S  ]
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Quantum VS myViewpoint is designed
as a pro-active Business Intelligence
and Decision Support solution, incor-
porating the power of “push
technology.”According to Via
Systems, it is comprised of a
powerful set of tools that per-
mits any raw data stored in
the back-office application fil-
ing system to be presented
on the desktop in a form that
executives and senior
managers are able to
use for effective deci-
sion making, performance
monitoring/managing and organiza-
tional control activities.

It addresses the growing need for 
consistent, personalized, fact-based
Business Intelligence by presenting
data in a form that can be easily
understood by the manager and is 
relevant to key business performance
metrics that are individualized for that
particular manager.“myViewpoint
enables managers at their ‘desktop’ to

define what Business Intelligence they
wish to monitor and which parame-
ters to set (Key Performance Indica-

tors),” Hatfield commented.
“You can receive BI that is
automatically compared
against your warning param-
eters, and where BI falls out-
side your parameters,a traffic
light signaling mechanism auto-
matically highlights and alerts
you to offending metrics! 

“It provides instant impact
and powerful visual analysis

with an easy-to-read dashboard, com-
prising gauges, thermometers, pie
charts, graphs, etc. myViewpoint
enables you to point and click
through your linked queries, drilling
down to offending transaction groups
or individual transactions. It quickly
identifies changes and trends in busi-
ness performance metrics with red
and green Trend Analysis arrows and
portrays your BI in a variety of 
graphical formats.”

Users can also share their Business
Intelligence with other myViewpoint
users, and export to other personal
productivity tools such as Excel and
XML. Branch managers, departmental
managers, sales managers, buyers and
other individuals who need to keep
their finger on the “pulse” of the busi-
ness can all share the same Business
Intelligence, keeping them in sync.
For example, in a multi-branch opera-
tion, you can summarize your refined
Business Intelligence in your focused
“Daily Branch Business Close” and
have a “picture” of your top line busi-
ness performance and profitability
delivered every day based on the actu-
al business conducted that day
(Source: Quantum VS myViewpoint
Business Intelligence White Paper).

Copies of myViewpoint (Standard Edi-
tion), strategically placed throughout a
business, are referred to as “desktops,”
as defined by their role in the business,
such as “Sales Director’s” Desktop, the

Continues on page 47
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RFID
Privacy &  

Security

B Y  N A T H A N  R E C T O R

RFID privacy and security is a topic that is generating a

lot of debate. Due to the potential that RFID brings to

the supply chain, it also brings an equal level of 

privacy and security issues.

There are really two different aspects of privacy and

security: the consumer side and the enterprise side.

Solutions for each of these sides are still evolving, but

I figured I'd try to address at least the ones you may

already be considering and maybe bring up some that

you haven't thought of.

RFID Laws
Out of all the publications that I've read
and studied, I have yet to find any laws
specific to RFID. This includes other
countries besides the U.S. In many
cases, RFID privacy is covered under
existing privacy laws that deal with bar
codes and other tracking systems.

I know of at least two states that were
looking at enacting more laws specific
to RFID to help protect the consumer
from retailers and/or criminal ele-
ments. Each time, the laws have died
somewhere in the process,but I would
expect more states and possibly the
federal government to continue to
look at placing restrictions on what
RFID tags can actually be used for and
how that information can be used.

Consumer Privacy and
Security Concerns
Unauthorized Reading of Tags
One question that consumers and pri-
vacy groups have brought up is: Can
someone read the RFID tags in your
home? Basically, can someone sit in



their car outside your house and read
all the items you have in your
kitchen cabinets?

This question has a yes/no
answer. Even though the
possibility exists, in
order for someone to
build a reader to do
this, the power output
would be so high that
the popcorn would
start popping in your
cupboard. Now if
you invite someone
into your own home,
and they have a read-
er on them, that is a
different story.

Even if someone does
successfully read all your
groceries, they will only
get a string of EPC num-
bers, and maybe some addi-
tional stored information if
there is "onboard" memory. With-
out a database to query each EPC num-
ber against, this doesn't do them much
good. This may become a problem
when and if a global database is created
for EPC numbers, but at this time, that
process has not been formalized.

More than likely, the "look in the win-
dow" approach would be easier and
more likely for a criminal to use than
building or using an RFID reader.

The next thing that consumers can do
to protect themselves from this is to
"kill" the tag. Every RFID tag has a built
in "kill" function. Once the tag has
been killed, it becomes dead circuitry
and cannot be reactivated. I would
expect most retail stores will start pro-
viding kiosks that allow users to kill
the tags, or the registers will kill the
tags when an item is sold.

Can a Tag Be Reactivated?
This really goes back to the "kill" func-
tion. Once the tag is killed, it's basical-
ly trash. It cannot be reused or
reactivated.

Tracking Consumer Purchasing
This concern comes up often, and to
be honest, I don't truly understand
why it's an issue anymore. The ques-

tion is: Will RFID allow companies to
track what consumers buy?

For those of you in the retail
and manufacturing software

market, you're probably
scratching your head
with a look on your face
like "don't we already
do that?"

I don't see RFID mak-
ing it any easier or
harder to track buying
trends. Since an EPC
number is basically an
electronic UPC code,
or inventory number, it
wouldn't really change

any of our existing
"trend tracking" soft-

ware. In order to track
trends to a specific cus-

tomer, you still need to know
who the customer is that's

using a club card, member card,
and/or credit card.

So again, I'm a bit puzzled about why
this would be a concern.

Will Tags Be Hidden in Products
This is a valid concern for consumers.
If the consumer doesn't know there
are RFID tags in their merchandise,
then they don't know that they're leak-
ing information.

I know, I know, I just said the informa-
tion that comes from an RFID tag will
likely be meaningless to people, but it
is still information. Here is an example
of what I mean:

Say you just bought something at the
jewelry store and it has an RFID tag in
it, which you didn't know about. You
walk out the door and right by a crim-
inal sitting in a car in the parking lot
with an RFID reader.They can read the
EPC code from the item you just pur-
chased.With the combined knowledge
of where you bought something and
an EPC number (inventory number) of
what you just bought, they then can
walk into the store and find out what
you bought by just finding the item
that has a similar EPC number.

So as you can see, hidden tags (even
accidentally hidden) are a concern that
you as a retailer or manufacturer should
be aware of and try to address. EPC
Global Inc., which is the registration
and standards organization controlling
EPC numbers, requires people to place
an EPC logo on their packaging.

Business Privacy and
Security Concerns
Unauthorized Tag Killing
I talked about the consumer having
the ability to kill their tags after pur-
chase, but as a retailer, how do you
keep a thief or a disgruntled employee
or customer from walking in the store
with a handheld "killer" and destroying
all the tags you have on your shelf?

If you haven't already thought of this, I
bet I just got your attention.This was a
concern I had for a long time until I
finally found an answer. The kill func-
tion is password protected.

All Class 0, 1, and Gen 2 tags have an
encryption code that must match the
tag before the kill function will do its
job.The drawback to this is that Class 1
tags use an 8-bit password, which only
has 256 unique combinations. It
wouldn't take much programming to
loop through that many combos if
someone really wanted to.

Class 0 tags use a 24-bit password,
which is better than Class 1 tags, but
not as good as Gen 2 tags.

Gen 2 tags,which have been finalized and
are in production this year, have a 32-bit
password.This provides four billion com-
binations,which makes it much harder to
crack than Class 0 or Class 1 tags.

Data Leaks
When you are using RFID tags, you
have the potential of "leaking" your
inventory levels or other information
to anyone with a RFID reader. To be
honest, there is not much you can do
about this.

If you are in the retail industry, you
probably already have competitors
sending people into your stores to do

Continues on page 18

Most retail 
stores will start 
providing kiosks 
that allow users 

to kill the tags, or 
the registers will 

kill the tags 
when an item 

is sold.
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price comparisons and inventory level
comparisons.While the RFID tags will
not provide your competitors with
pricing information, it will provide
information about inventory levels.

Since all this requires is a portable read-
er which isn't as obvious as someone
physically counting your inventory lev-
els on a clipboard, you are less likely to
know when someone is doing it.

This also goes for your vendors. In
some retail markets, like the building
supply retail market, some of the ven-
dor's salespeople will come into your
store and review the products on the
shelf and give you recommended order
quanties for more stock as well as rec-
ommended supplement products.

In this case,an RFID tag can be used by
the salesperson to tell how long a spe-
cific product has been on the shelf,
which will help them, but since they
can read any RFID tag, they will know
if you sell their competitor's products
and how many of these products are
on your shelf.

They can then use this information as
marketing tools to sell more of their
own product, or as a strong-arm tactic
to try to get you to not sell their com-
petitor's product.You may have already
run into these tactics without having
RFID tags in the mix, so you may be
wondering why I bring it up.

Right now, in order for a vendor to do
this, they have to physically count or
hunt down their competitor's prod-
ucts in your inventory. With a reader,
they no longer have to do this.

Supply Chain DOS and Ghost
Attacks
I have not heard of this as a problem
yet, but I wouldn't be surprised if this
starts popping up in the next few
years. Since RFID is radio transmis-

Raining Data Plans to Generate RFID Solutions 
in Partnership With SeeBeyond

Raining Data and SeeBeyond are joining forces in an initiative to provide solutions

to manage and orchestrate the flow of data generated by Radio Frequency Identi-

fication (RFID) systems. As part of the tentative agreement, the companies will

enable the integration of information from existing applications to generate stan-

dards-based collaboration among partners across the Supply Chain, powering the

EPCglobal Information Service (EPC-IS). SeeBeyond is the provider of the world's

first fully integrated composite application network suite for advanced integration

and composite application solutions, the company said.

As companies struggle to unlock the ROI around RFID initiatives, the realization

of a best practices framework to enable real-time information sharing is becom-

ing fundamental to any RFID project.This sharing of data not only encompasses

the enterprise applications with the four walls of a corporation, but also the busi-

ness processes that span the extended enterprise.The EPC-IS, in the context of

EPCglobal standards, is an important evolving component of any supply chain that

needs to be able to share information with partners through an open standards

framework.

As companies deploy this kind of infrastructure, performance, extensibility, inter-

operability and ease of access will become important criteria when sharing high

volumes of information. With Raining Data's XML-based repository—TigerLogic

XDMS—and the RFID Composite Application Network offering from SeeBeyond,

customers and partners can take advantage of the standards-based Web Services

and XQuery to aggregate information not previously accessible—delivering new

efficiencies to help support accelerated ROI from RFID projects.

Together, the companies will provide a standards-based technology platform

which collects, manages and integrates RFID and sensor data with existing sys-

tems to enable composite applications such as: track and trace, product recall,

advanced shipping and receiving reconciliation, and total inventory visibility.

"Organizations trying to unlock the ROI from RFID investments must be able to

integrate this real-time data with existing systems to drive new ROI-driven appli-

cations," said Reed Henry, senior vice president of Business Development, Strate-

gic Alliances and Marketing for SeeBeyond. "Partnering with a leading XML Data

Management, XQuery and Web Services technology provider, such as Raining

Data, enables our customers to leverage our ICAN suite and integrate real-time

EPC/RFID data to drive new business application development."

"We believe the intended alliance between Raining Data and SeeBeyond offers

companies the most complete RFID platform today," said Ajay Ramachandran,vice

president of Enterprise Applications Group for Raining Data. "Combining XML

Data Management,XQuery and Web Services with an integration platform,such as

SeeBeyond ICAN, delivers the necessary components to drive new Supply Chain

applications and fully take advantage of EPC/RFID data."

RFIDPrivacy &  
Security

Continued from page 17
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sions, anything that relies on this in
your manufacturing process can be
disrupted by interference on the same
radio wave length.

More people are familiar with DOS
(Denial of Service) attacks in regard to
the Internet. If an attacker sets up a
transmitter that overloads your RFID
readers on your assembly line, then it
will cause missed reads and/or slow
down your processes. I'm sure you
can see where I'm going with this, so I
won't spell it out.

Ghost attacks aren't always attacks.
Ghosting happens when a reader
thinks it picks up a tag when it really
hasn't or shouldn't have.This is actual-
ly a common problem with Class 0 and
Class 1 tags and readers. Gen 2 tags
and readers have changes in them to
help prevent against ghosting caused
by frequency issues.

But if an attacker sets up a transmitter,
or even if someone leaves a tag close

to a reader by accident, then you will
get a ghost tag which can throw your
system off in either inventory counts
or manufacturing processes.

Conclusion
There are server privacy and security
concerns you should be aware of
regarding RFID tags. Not all issues are
consumer related, many of them are
business related.There are more RFID

privacy and security concerns brought
up every day, while people find differ-
ent methods for dealing with others.

Feel free to contact me if you want to

discuss this more: nrector@natecsys-

tems.com or you can call me at (303)

465-9616.You can also get more infor-

mation about RFID by attending the

Spectrum Regional Shows and online

presentations. is

N A T H A N  R E C T O R , a regular

contributor to Spectrum, is owner of Natec Systems, a consulting

firm specializing in D3, AP and R83 environments and custom

programming. He can be reached at nrector@natecsystems.com

or http://www.natecsystems.com.

Via Systems Inc.
660 Southpointe Court, Suite 300

Colorado Springs, CO 80906, U.S.A.
Telephone: (719) 579 6800

Fax: (719) 576 7246
www.via.com

The most
powerful

Business Intelligence
solution
for the

MultiValue DBMS User

• Personalised BI Compared with Personal Business Metrics.
• Traffic Light Signalling Performance Alerts.
• Drill-down through your Data Sets.
• Express your BI Graphically.

Least Cost BI Power $3,360.00 for MV Users.

Available for UniVision, Universe and D3.
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For those of us who

have written programs

to create sophisticated

looking output on laser

printers from traditional

MultiValue systems, the

task has been, at best,

arduous. How many

times have we asked the

question, "Wouldn't it be

nice to write one set of

code and be able to

print that output to any

printer on the network?"  

With OIPI you can!

return value for the Get_Printer com-
mand is the value of the property
requested by the message parameter.
These commands are very similar in
function to the  PRINTER ON, PRINT
and PRINTER OFF commands found in
traditional MultiValue systems.

Message Types

The Set_Printer command has two
required messages (INIT and TERM) 
as well as some frequently used 
messages such as (TEXT, FONT,
ADDTABLE, POS,TEXTXY, BMP, and
EXPORTDATA). Let's look at these
various message types:

• The INIT message starts a printing
session and controls the initial 
properties for each printing session.
For example, status=Set_Printer
("INIT",Filename,Title,PageInfo,
PrintSetup,Printer)

• Filename contains values for
the filename within OIPI and
the filename information for
exported data.

• Title contains values for 
window titles.

• PageInfo contains values for
margins, paper size and number
of copies.

• PageSetup contains values for
proper orientation.

• Printer contains values for
device, port and scale.

[REVELAT ION TECH T IPS ]

Printer with
Taking Control
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B Y  R O B E R T  C A T A L A N O ,  R E V E L A T I O N  S O F T W A R E

of Your
What Is OIPI?

Bundled within Revelation Software's
flagship product,OpenInsight, is an 
integrated set of commands used to 
create pre-packaged documents.This set
of commands is collectively called the
OpenInsight Printer Interface or OIPI.

OIPI is by far one of the best ways to
achieve high-quality output from
OpenInsight or from any MultiValue
database that OpenInsight binds to.
With OIPI you can easily export your
output to file formats such as Adobe
PDF, RTF, and HTML.

How Does OIPI Work?

OIPI consists of two commands:

• Set_Printer(Message,Parm1,Parm2,...),
which sends messages such as TEXT,
FONT and BMP to the OIPI print
engine.

• Get_Printer(Message), which
retrieves messages such as DEVICES,
PRINTERINFO and POS from the
OIPI print engine.

The first parameter for Set_Printer is a
required message that is sent to the
printer. The remaining parameters are
optional and are utilized to control the
behavior of the message. Get_Printer
utilizes only the message parameter.
Each of these commands are functions
and will return values. In the example
where status=Set_Printer(Message), if
status is True(1) then the command is
successful. Unsuccessful commands
return negative error codes. The
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• The TERM message ends a
printing session, clears resources,
activates preview buttons and
prints the report. This message is
used in the following manner,
status=Set_Printer("TERM")

• The TEXT message sends stan-
dard text to the printer.

• The FONT message sets the font
that is used for printing the main
body of text and is used by the
ADDTABLE,TEXT,TEXBOX and
TEXTXY messages.

• The ADDTABLE message is
used to print tables and columnar
reports. Column alignment, width,
and position of data within each
column can be controlled as well
as setting header/body, header
shade, body shade and border style.

• The POS message is used to set
the current printing position for
the TEXT and ADDTABLE mes-
sages.

• The TEXTXY message is used to
send output to the printer at a spe-
cific location.

• The BMP message will print a
bitmap at a specific location on
the page and can be used to print
16 color BMP files, 256 color BMP
files,WMF files and ICO files.

• The EXPORTDATA message is
used to insert raw data into the
RTF or HTML export.

A very simple "Hello World" print pro-
gram utilizes the following code:

In  Figure 1 below, our sample output is
displayed in the Print Preview Window.
The Print Preview Window allows us to
preview our output on the screen,
scroll through the output, search for a
specific string within the output, and
select the printer for output.

F I G U R E  1 -  A sample
invoice created using OIPI

Next we will look at the code used to
produce the ouput in Figure 1.

Figure 2 - Code used to produce
the sample invoice in Figure 1

Subroutine OIPI_Example(dummy)

* This program creates a simple
invoice using a variety of OIPI 
commands.

Declare function Set_Printer,
Get_Printer, RGB, Msg

$Insert OIPRINT_EQUATES

* Initialize the printing session with a
name, dialog title, and margins.

name = "Sample Invoice"

title = ""

title<1> = "Printing Sample
Invoice..."

title<2> = "Example Print Preview"

margin = 1:@FM:1.75:@FM:1:@FM:1

* Display the report using the Print
Preview Window.

x = Set_Printer("INIT", name, title,
margin, "", 4)

If x < 0 then

x =  msg("", "INIT ERROR = ":x)

End

* Set the text font and the
header/footer font.

Continues on page 22

h OIPI
Subroutine Hello_World_Example(dummy)

Declare Function Set_Printer

status=Set_Printer("INIT")

status=Set_Printer("TEXT","Hello World")

status=Set_Printer("TERM")

Return
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x = Set_Printer("FONTHEADFOOT",
"Times New Roman":@FM:12)

font = "Arial":@FM:12:@FM:"L"

fontBold =
"Arial":@FM:12:@FM:"L":@FM:1

x = Set_Printer("FONT", font)

If x < 0 then

x = msg("", "FONTHEADFOOT
Error")

End

* Set the header with the text "Sample
Invoice" centered, and "Page #"
aligned to the right margin on the
first line. The text "for the OIPI 2.0" is
centered on the second line.

x = Set_Printer("HEADER",
@vm:"Sample Invoice":@vm:"Page 

'P'":@FM:@vm:"for the OIPI
2.0":@FM)

If x < 0 then

x = msg("", "HEADER Error")

End

* Print a bitmap at 1 inch from the
top and 1 inch from the left side of
the page.The left and top values are
calculated from the margins. The
width and height of the bitmap will
be 0.5 by 0.5 inches, and the bitmap
will print on every page.

x = Set_Printer("BMP", "PRINT-
ER.BMP", 0:@FM:-0.75:@FM:
0.5:@FM:0.5, 0, 1)

If x < 0 then

x = msg("", "BMP Error")

End

* Set the text font to Arial Bold and
print the title of the Date/Invoice

table.Then print the date and invoice
number with no bold. The first col-
umn of the table is blank to place the
date and invoice number in the cor-
rect location on the page. Center the
date and invoice number and print
the table with no column header or
border.

x = Set_Printer("FONT", fontBold)

table1 = ",Date,Invoice No."

convert "," to @vm in table1

x = Set_Printer("ADDTABLE",
">5040":@VM:"^2160":@VM:"^21
60":@FM, "",
table1, "", "", "", TB_NONE)

x = Set_Printer("FONT", font)

table1 = ",01 Jan 1996,340082"

convert "," to @vm in table1

x = Set_Printer("ADDTABLE",
">5040":@VM:"^2160":@VM:"^21
60":@FM, "",
table1, "", "", "", TB_NONE)

* Print a blank line then print the Bill
To/Ship To table. This table has no
column header or border and has left
justified columns.

x = Set_Printer("TEXT")

x = Set_Printer("FONT", fontBold)

table2 = "Bill To:,,Ship To:"

convert "," to @vm in table2

x = Set_Printer("ADDTABLE",
"3600":@VM:"1440":@VM:"3600"
:@FM, "",
table2, "", "", "", TB_NONE)

x = Set_Printer("FONT", font)

table2 = ""

table2<1> = "Test Company
123//Test Company (Billing Dept)"

table2<2> = "123 West Main
Street//555 West Main Street,
MS:123"

table2<3> = "Portland, OR
97005//Portland, OR  97005"

convert "/" to @vm in table2

x = Set_Printer("ADDTABLE",
"3600":@VM:"1440":@VM:"3600"
:@FM, "",

table2, "", "", "", TB_NONE)

* The table below has column headers
and borders. Each column is center
justified.

x = Set_Printer("TEXT")

x = Set_Printer("FONT", fontBold)

table3 = "Terms,P.O. Number,Ship
Date,Ship Via"

convert "," to @vm in table3

x = Set_Printer("ADDTABLE",
"^2160":@VM:"^2160":@VM:"^21
60":@VM:"^2160":@FM, "",
table3, "", "", "", TB_ALL)

x = Set_Printer("FONT", font)

table3 = "Net 30,9500123,03 Jan
1996,UPS Next Day Delivery"

convert "," to @vm in table3

x = Set_Printer("ADDTABLE",

"^2160":@VM:"^2160":@VM:"^21
60":@VM:"^2160":@FM, "",
table3, "", "",
"", TB_ALL)

* The position of the next table is set
to 0 inches from the left margin, and
3 inches from the top margin. This
will guarantee the table will always
start to print from the same location.

x = Set_Printer("POS", 0:@FM:3)

* Create the sample data for the main
table. This table has column headers,
because the column headers need to
be printed at the top of each page if
the main invoice table requires more
than one page. The rows will have
borders.

Continues on page 45

Continued from page 21

Printer with OIPI
Taking Control  

of Your
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Surviving in the trade show game for 25 years is no small feat.

Next year, Spectrum 2006 marks 25 years of exhibitions and

conferences—making International Spectrum the longest con-

tinuously running computer trade show in the computer indus-

try. Almost like the little engine that could, it has outlasted

many other bigger-name computer trade shows, a true testa-

ment to the staying power of MultiValue technology. What start-

ed off in 1982 as basically a user group meeting between

Northern and Southern California PICK users, in a small matter

of time, blossomed into a major trade show event that filled

100,000 square foot convention centers at the height of the Mul-

tiValue industry. Over the years, Spectrum has fulfilled a unique

niche, serving as a microcosm of the MultiValue industry—the

place where deals are sealed, products are introduced, and the

latest technologies are learned. Leading up to Spectrum 2006,

this 25th anniversary special kicks off a series of articles

remembering significant events over the past 25 years.

[ H I S T O R Y  O F M U LT I VA L U E ]
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Spectrum and MultiValue Keep
the Fires Burning

The Spectrum show has weathered
many changes within the MultiVal-
ue industry as well as the comput-
er industry over the past 25 years.
Through it all, the show has
changed, too, but it remains a center
point of the MultiValue community.
“The main factors that have con-
tributed to the success of the show for
so long are twofold, I think,” said Gus
Giobbi, chairman of IDBMA Inc., the
company that produces the show.
“First and foremost, the decision made
a long time ago by the core providers
of the MultiValue database to migrate
the database to the open systems mar-
ket. Specifically, instead of fighting the
world, the MultiValue database now
runs under and communicates with
everything, including Oracle and Win-
dows if you like.

“Secondly, the MultiValue database is
simply a terrific user-friendly tool that
has kept apace with evolv-
ing technology and has a
huge bank of tried and
true application software
built around it, supported
all over the world by tens
of thousands of seasoned
IT professionals.”

Reflecting on how Spec-
trum has played a part in
helping perpetuate Multi-
Value technology, Giobbi
said, “When I look back
over the 25 years of pro-
ducing the show and
keeping up with all the
changes that have hap-
pened in the MultiValue
industry, I have a great
feeling of satisfaction in knowing that
Spectrum has played a key role in keep-
ing the technology alive and vibrant.”

The Roasts: Taking the Gloves Off
A main attraction of the first three
Spectrum shows were the roasts that
featured the leaders of the MultiValue
industry, dressed to the nines, seated

on the dais in front of
an audience, trading
barbs about each
other’s companies. If
you’ve been checking
out e-Xtra, Spectrum’s
e-newsletter, you’ve
seen video clips taken

from these roasts. Giobbi said the idea
of the roasts can be attributed to him.
“When I was growing up,my sister and
I were enamored with the Dean Mar-
tin-style roasts, and I studied how they
wrote the material,” he commented. “I
came up with the idea of doing a roast
at the Spectrum show, and everybody
thought it was a cool idea to try because Continues on page 26

Little did the
executives know

that some of 
their business's 

success was 
riding on their

performance in
these roasts.

Dick Pick (
left), Microdata's 

Bob Purdy 
(center),  

and 

AAMR's Gordon
 Cryne cra

ck up 

at the 1983 Spectrum Roast 

as anothe
r zinger is

 delivered 

from the podiu
m.

SMI’s George Ridgway zaps a member of the

dais with his classic dry wit!

the market was really on a high and we
had lots of egos.”

What started as an entertainment
event ended up having business con-
sequences or advantages, depending
on how a CEO performed. “As time
went on, I discovered there was only a
handful of these executives that could
actually write material that was funny,”
Giobbi said.“So as it came closer to the
event, it became clear that I had to even
ghost write the lines for some of these
guys.Not all of them—there were some
that were really good like Robin White
[who was with ADDS/NCR at the time],
George Ridgway [of SMI], and Bob



Purdy from Microdata.Then there were
some guys who you just couldn’t
write for at all.They wanted to do it
all on their own and they fell flat on
their faces.”

Little did the executives know
that some of their business's suc-
cess was riding on their per-
formance in these roasts. “We
had many people tell us that
one of the reasons they came
back to subsequent roasts was
that they made the decision
on whether or not to buy
from a company based on
how well the CEO presented
himself at the roast,”he said.
“In all honesty,you could tell

a lot about the company by looking at
how well—or not well—the CEO did.
There were some people who rambled

on indefinitely and bored
everybody to death. But some
of the one-liners were really
good, and people really
enjoyed seeing them perform.”

Although the executives were
usually well prepared, present-
ing at the roast could be nerve
wracking.Would they get a good
amount of chuckles, or would
they be met with dead silence?
White recalled that he had a terri-
ble case of stage fright, but once he
got on stage, it was fun.“Obviously, I
enjoyed the actual participation, but
I didn’t enjoy the anticipation. I had a
fairly good sense of timing, and I

could make people laugh.”

The first roast, held in 1982 at the first-
ever Spectrum show at Caesar’s Lake
Tahoe, was extremely successful,
which led to subsequent roasts in 1983
and 1984. Dick Pick, the developer of
the original PICK system and the CEO
of PICK Systems,was the subject of the
first roast, and the jokes frequently
veered into off-color territory.“Unfortu-
nately—or maybe fortunately—there’s
no record of that event [it wasn’t video-
taped],” Giobbi said.“Some of the peo-
ple on the dais were pretty far off base,
talking about the drug culture and the
PICK people in Orange County [where
PICK Systems was based].”
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After the second roast in 1983, show
co-producer Monica Giobbi (and also
Gus’s wife) advised against doing it
again. In hindsight, Gus said he proba-
bly should have listened to her, but
decided to do the roast at the next
year’s show. In 1983, Gus describes the
atmosphere surrounding the Spectrum
show as euphoric. “PICK was being
embraced by virtually every significant
manufacturer, and the market was rid-
ing high.This was before the minicom-
puter crash that ended the euphoria.”

The roast was the one place to find out
what people really thought, in the
form of humor. Gus, the emcee, kicked
off the ’83 roast with the promise that
it “would be more dignified this year,”
and warned the audience, “Just
because you’re in the audience doesn’t
mean you’re immune from this
process.” The audience was often an
active participant in the proceedings,
privy to inside information given by
the top executives themselves.

The heads of rival companies were
seated next to one another—Dick Pick
next to Bob Purdy of Microdata, joining
Robin White from ADDS/NCR, George
Ridgway from SMI, Ted Sabarese from
The Ultimate Corp. and Ron Conway
from Altos, among others.

If a company was having problems, it
was fair game, whether it was prof-
itability or faulty products. It’s not sur-
prising that some companies felt their
toes had been stepped on and didn’t
make an appearance the next year. In
his introduction of Robin White, Giob-
bi quipped: “Robin announced the 2-
for-1 CRT sale, which is you buy two
and you might get one that works.” On
top of that, he added: “ADDS has intro-
duced the keyboardless terminal—you
can’t enter any data on it but it solves
Mentor’s (ADDS’ product) response
time problem.” Giobbi remembered:
“NCR owned ADDS at that time, and
NCR was very upset about that
because they were in fact having qual-
ity control problems with their ADDS
terminals. So that was the reason that
Robin was not on the ’84 panel. He
was not allowed.”

White remembers that particular inci-
dent a little differently, noting that “it’s
amazing how time distorts memories. I
certainly didn’t get upset. Somebody at
NCR might have made a comment to
Gus, but we knew it was all in good
fun. I believe the following year, I was
asked by NCR not to participate
because it was a little too juvenile for
NCR’s taste. NCR was a little more but-
toned down than I was. ... It wasn’t a
demand that I not participate. I think
they were more concerned about
what I used to say more than anything
else. I was fairly risqué in some of my
comments.”

A hot topic at the ’83 roast was law-

suits, which had been plaguing the

industry. When the late Bill Thurman

noted that there were no lawsuits

pending, someone in the audience

shouted,“We’re working on it!” Thur-

man also took heavy ribbing that

year for starting a company named

Climax Computer Corp. Despite

Giobbi’s admonition against jokes

referring to sex and drugs, a name

like Climax proved irresistible to

many of the participants.

General Automation was taunted for
introducing a product line named
Zebra. Rumor had it that General
Automation had arrived at the show
with a herd of zebras. Ted Sabarese
chided Data Media for having a “prod-
uct that was going to be released in 30
days for the last 14 months.” Sabarese
awarded the Data Media executive

with a compass and binoculars to plot
the company’s direction. Altos was a
newcomer to the PICK industry and
had just gone through the trials of
porting PICK to its hardware. At the
show on the strength of offering the
lowest-cost PICK System,Altos was kid-
ded:“The only problem you have left is
that your royalty to Pick is more than
the cost of your system.”

Mother Nature Has a Say in
Show Direction

A close call thanks to Mother Nature

didn’t keep the show from going on in

Lake Tahoe in 1982, and the show’s

producers tempted fate again in 1983.

Those years, the show experienced

what is now fondly recalled as the

“Great PICK Blizzards.”“In both years,

there was a horrendous snow storm

that parted just in time to let every-

body get into Caesar’s Lake Tahoe, and

while we were there, it trapped every-

body there,” Giobbi remembered. “It

cleared just in time for us to leave. It

was magnificent while we were there,

but we were really just dancing on the

edge of disaster, which is why in 1984

we moved the show to Reno at the

MGM Grand.”

Next issue, we go back in time to the

Pro-Grammes, Spectrum’s very own

awards show for outstanding MultiVal-

ue-based application software. During

this series, you’re welcome to send

your remembrances to editor@intl-

spectrum.com. is
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DAVID COOPER 
senior developer at
BlueFinity International

QA&
mv.NET:

Microsoft .NET
Bridging the Gap From

MultiValue to 

mv.NET is the brainchild of U.K.-based BlueFinity International,

a company founded in 2002 by a group of software designers

and developers whose mission was to create “state-of-the-art

software tools for the rapid creation of professional, business-

oriented, MultiValue database-centric applications utilizing

Microsoft’s .NET environment.” mv.NET (its first production

release became available in December 2004) melds the design

team’s vast experience in creating both end-user applications

and the lower-level developer tools used to create those applica-

tions, and their knowledge of the .NET framework. BlueFinity’s 

engineering team has been working with the.NET framework

since its early pre-beta releases in 1999, the company said. 

Coupled with the design team’s knowledge of the .NET 

environment is a history with MultiValue. The company’s 

engineers have experience working with all flavors of 

MultiValue databases, ranging from the early days with 

McDonnell Douglas to the modern days with jBASE, IBM, 

Raining Data and others.  

In this article, BlueFinity’s senior developer, David Cooper,

reveals what differentiates  mv.NET from other .NET offerings

in the MultiValue market; the underpinnings of the product’s

design; and how it bridges the gap for MultiValue users who

need to make the leap to Microsoft .NET.
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IBM U2 with UO.NET, which is only

available on the very latest releases)

while the rest were still struggling

with COM based interfaces. Generally

speaking, the .NET interfaces provided

by the vendors to date have really only

enabled the minimum object level pos-

sible.This has resulted in the develop-

er having to take responsibility for

setup and management of the whole

environment and to implement a lot of

additional code to ensure an efficient

and high-performance application.

The true cost is not only manifested by

long lead-times for delivery of applica-

tions to market but also, in our experi-

ence,a higher cost of ownership in the

long term.

So,the combination of no fully cross-plat-

form lead from the MultiValue database

vendors, Microsoft’s .NET technology

becoming pervasive and winning the bat-

tle in many key areas against Java (plus a

mega-dollar marketing budget) and, not

least, our vision and experience, resulted

in the creation of our flagship product —

mv.NET. mv.NET is therefore the .NET

development and deployment product of

choice for MultiValue databases.

QHow does mv.NET help meet

the needs of today’s Multi-

Value users?

A N S W E R : The key char-

acteristic which we had to ensure for

mv.NET was the striking of the opti-

mum balance between making the

.NET environment a familiar and com-

fortable space for the Multi1Valued

developer — allowing them to contin-

ue utilizing all of the cool things that

you can do with MultiValue technology,

Continues on page 30A
QAt its inception, what was

the purpose for developing

mv.NET?

A N S W E R : We saw that
there was a gap in the market to pro-
vide a complete MultiValue develop-
ment environment for Microsoft .NET
able to connect into all major flavors of
MultiValue platforms, not only the lat-
est versions of the vendors’ MultiValue
databases but also previous versions
too. By that I mean that we needed to
not only provide the development
environment and handle connectivity
but also to handle management and
administration as well. Plus, and by no
means a small challenge, was to make
“everything for the developer” work
from within Visual Studio .NET.

We had seen several early attempts of

the MultiValue database vendors to

provide .NET interfaces (for example,



while at the same time making sure that

the really cool things which you can do

with .NET were still fully available. No

simple task.

With all the undoubted skills that

Microsoft has brought together to

bring its .NET technology to market it

also appears to have the “right product

at the right point in time.” You only

have to see the major ramp up in .NET

application deployments this year and

the speed that applications are being

rolled out to see that it was vital for

MultiValue developers to also be able

to ride on the crest of the wave.

mv.NET, therefore,needed to deliver all

the application environments of Web,

Web Services and Rich Client and pro-

vide .NET style data access technology

through a full ADO.NET managed data

provider. Quite simple when written

down quickly!

So for any MultiValue VAR,dealer or end

user that has the need for Microsoft

.NET, then mv.NET is available today. In

addition, mv.NET is the ideal technolo-

gy for some sites that today don’t even

know that they want Microsoft .NET —

let me try and explain by looking at a

couple of examples.

A large corporation has Oracle and SQL

Server together with several core busi-

ness applications running on UniData.

They also have a new .NET policy and

need access to data in the UniData data-

base from Oracle and SQL Server based

applications. Using mv.NET and Web

Services, the data can be presented to

the Oracle and SQL Server applications

on-demand.A straightforward project to

implement and the UniData system is

no longer seen as a remote data island.

A medium sized company has all its

core business applications from a VAR

running on D3. The company has

grown rapidly and the applications are

tightly matched to the company’s busi-

ness needs. The new CFO has a

requirement for a new application, so

stock answer — buy in an SQL appli-

cation. Wrong!  mv.NET with Binding

Objects will enable RAD application

development that makes full use of the

corporate data in D3. Application look

and feel is the equal of anything an

SQL vendor can offer, plus there is

tight integration with existing core

data. All this is achieved without the

inherent risks of replacing the applica-

tion and the database.

It’s about time that we had a look at

the architecture behind mv.NET.

As can be seen from the diagram, Core

Objects provide the foundation underpin-

ning both Binding Objects and Adapter

Objects — but more on them later.

Initially, let’s look at mv.NET’s Data

Manager. This tool can be run stand-

alone or as a VS.NET add-in and acts

not only as a setup/management utility

but also as an invaluable developer

tool.The starting point in Data Manag-

er is to set up the configuration data-

base which holds all information on all

available MultiValue databases (Server

Profiles), details of all available

accounts on those servers (Account

Profiles) and Session Pooling configu-

QM, A New Approach
to MultiValue

EasyCo.com
800-470-2756

  Only $119 per user
         10 year upgrades just $30

Proven for 4 years
         Thousands in use

U2/Prime Compatibility
         D3 extensions

Network Ready
         Remote files
         Client/server API

Useful bundled items:
         AccuTerm + GUI
         Coyote Web Server

Companion GUI/Web 4GLs
         OpenTPH $30/user
         Neucleus $72/user

Supported Platforms:
         Windows 98, XP
         Windows NT, 2000, 2003
         BSD, Linux

OpenQM
         GPL on Linux w/ source

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Continued from page 29
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ration settings. At this point, without

any further action,Core Objects can be

used. For Binding Objects and Adapter

Objects, some additional definition

work is necessary; however, the bene-

fits of doing this additional work

accrue later. In addition, Data Manager

is used to handle Account, File, Dictio-

nary, Item data and Index maintenance

and provide a terminal emulation facil-

ity and control intra- and inter-system

data transfer.

As mentioned earlier, Core Objects not

only provides the underlying frame-

work upon which all other mv.NET

products are based, but it also pro-

vides, in its own right, a wealth of end-

user capabilities to allow the

developer to rapidly create feature-

rich, high-performance applications

using the powerful tools provided by

Microsoft’s .NET environment. Core

Objects has strong integration with

Microsoft’s Visual Studio.NET product,

allowing the developer to carry out vir-

tually all aspects of application cre-

ation from within the VS.NET

environment. Each class within the

Core Objects class library contains a

range of interface members — meth-

ods, properties and events. It is by the

use of these members that the devel-

oper is able to carry out a wide range

of MultiValue database-related tasks

within the .NET environment. Many of

the features provided by these classes

will be familiar to the MultiValue devel-

oper; in fact, wherever possible, Core

Objects’ classes have been designed to

mirror the traditional functionality pro-

vided by DataBASIC and other core

MultiValue components. However, by

virtue of the fact that the client/server

architecture differs in a number of fun-

damental ways from the legacy green-

screen application paradigm, mv.NET’s

classes provide features that will be

new to the MultiValue developer.

Complementing Core Objects is the

Binding Objects package, which pro-

vides state-of-the art data binding tech-

nology, allowing rapid application

development from within the .NET

environment. All aspects of Binding

Objects are fully MultiValue data struc-

ture aware, right down to subvalue

level. From the simplest file mainte-

nance form to the most complex multi-

database, multi-file transaction screen,

Binding Objects provides the ease-of-

use sophistication capable of meeting

the most demanding needs of today’s

business application developer.

Binding Objects provides the develop-

er with the choice of using either

native .NET databinding, or mv.NET’s

extension which provides a richer,

more intuitive databinding data model,

allowing more sophisticated use of the

MultiValue data model and a greater

range of business application develop-

ment features.
Continues on page 43
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Monolith Corporation, a sub-

sidiary of Brunswick Corporation

(NYSE:BC), has announced the

offering of a bare metal data

disaster recovery system for

MultiValue network servers and

workstations that provides com-

plete system recovery in min-

utes — not hours. Based on

Symantec LiveState Recovery,

this system helps overcome

today’s system and data disaster

recovery challenges by provid-

ing a rapid, reliable approach to

recovery with the additional

benefit of a non-intrusive

method for backups.   

“It’s cool! It is fast and efficient

for restores and offers a feeling

of system security because of

both the internal and external

backups. When you add to

RAID drives, you feel that your

system is well covered,” said

Jeff Smerdon, a UHL/Monolith

end user.

System Administrators can per-

form a full range of tasks includ-

ing full system restoration,

complete bare metal recovery,

and restoring individual files and

folders in minutes. In the event

of a disaster, failed systems can

be quickly restored to a specific

point in time without taking

hours to manually rebuild and

restore data from a tape backup

or reinstalling from scratch.  

“You can never have too much

data protection and ease of

recovery—Monolith makes it a

cinch with their V2i solution,”

said Thomas Reid, president of

TCR Development Solutions Inc.

“We include it now on all our

new servers, and are adding the

solution to our existing cus-

tomer database.”

LiveState Recovery is a disk-

based backup solution designed

to capture and encapsulate a

server’s entire live state includ-

ing files, configurations and set-

tings, in one easy-to-manage

and portable file. Administrators

can capture full and incremental

snapshots throughout the day

without interrupting user pro-

ductivity or application usage.

Backups can be saved to virtual-

ly any disk storage device

including SAN, NAS and RAID

array. Monolith offers a bundled

solution which allows the Multi-

Value administrator the option

of using either DVD or external

USB drives as the removable

media. The MultiValue bundles

are available in either 160Gb or

250Gb versions.  

LiveState Recovery is a key com-

ponent in Monolith’s Total Sys-

tem Solution and its

commitment to providing excel-

lent solutions for the MultiValue

community. 

For more information, con-

tact sales@monolith.com.

About Monolith Corporation
Monolith Corp., a wholly owned

subsidiary of Brunswick New

Technologies, is based in

Raleigh, N.C., with offices in

Canada and Florida. Since its

incorporation in 1986, Monolith

has committed itself to develop-

ing, implementing, and support-

ing solutions that improve the

business processes of its clients,

specializing in Infrastructure and

Computing Architecture solu-

tions. Monolith has cultivated

alliances with technology lead-

ers to ensure that its staff is

qualified to provide superior

service. Through partner pro-

grams with Microsoft, IBM, Intel,

and Cisco, Monolith is able to

take advantage of advance

product notification, product

training and recognition as a

preferred source for delivering

solutions based upon the variety

of products offered by these

companies. 

GEAC Agrees to
Resell Entrinsik’s
Informer Web
Reporting Software

More Speed and New 
Architecture Top the List
of Enhancements to New
Release of Informer

Geac’s (TSX: GAC, NASDAQ:

GEAC) Public Safety Division

has agreed to become a reseller

for Entrinsik’s Informer Web

Reporting Software. Geac Public

Safety Division provides leading

computer-aided dispatch and

new
sm

akers

Monolith Corporation Launches 
Bare Metal Disaster Recovery for 

MultiValue Sites
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and fast access to U2 database

files utilizing UniObjects while

presenting the information in an

interactive HTML format on their

browser. Retrieved data can also

be dropped into an MS Excel

spreadsheet, an Adobe PDF file,

or an email at runtime, or sched-

uled to run on defined intervals.

Users can customize data views

“on the fly” through sorting,

grouping and field selection. A

robust role-based security 

mechanism controls access to 

Informer’s powerful features

while limiting data availability by

role down to the data element

level. Informer can optionally be

integrated with LDAP User

Access Management systems. 

records management systems

for emergency services such as

law enforcement agencies, fire

departments and ambulance

service companies. Geac contin-

uously pursues a “total solution”

approach for its customers and

Informer provides a great com-

plement to their existing soft-

ware, the company said. 

“While we provide some report

writing capability with our stan-

dard software, the Informer

product satisfies our customers’

desires for a very intuitive Web-

based reporting solution,” said

Molly Crews, general manager

of Geac Public Safety Division.

“At the end of day, we expect

Informer will create happier cus-

tomers and that will be a win-

win for all parties.”

Doug Leupen, president of

Entrinsik, is proud to announce

this reseller agreement on the

heels of other similar agree-

ments and partnerships. “We

are finding the need for

Informer to be much greater

than we originally anticipated.

Users are responding with glow-

ing reviews, telling us they are

relieved to finally have access to

their data through such a user-

friendly, informative product. We

expect Geac customers to

respond the same, and plan to

work together with Geac to

tightly integrate Informer into

their environments.” 

Informer boasts a host of fea-

tures providing executives, man-

agers, and key administrators

easy, interactive Web reporting

from complex database struc-

tures. It provides users direct

Just-Released Informer Web Reporting System v3.1 
Boasts More Speed and New Features

The newest version of Entrinsik's U2 Web reporting system, Informer, offers new report distribu-
tion features as well as significant speed improvements — generating greater visibility into the U2
data environment for all users.

Enhancing its growing reputation as the best-in-class reporting solution vendor for the IBM U2 family
of database products, Entrinsik president Doug Leupen announced the general availability for the
newest version of the Informer Web Reporting System.

Informer is a J2EE Web application designed for intuitive access into UniVerse and UniData database
stores. Using only a Web browser, users can create and execute personalized reports to be displayed in
HTML format or exported to popular desktop applications such as MS Excel and Adobe PDF. Reports
can also be scheduled to execute on a recurring basis and delivered via email or saved to the network.

Unique to Informer is the notable ease of use for report consumers, accomplished through Entrinsik's
Meta File — an abstraction of the common dictionary in IBM U2 systems. Meta Files allow technical
users to link files together and define for reporting only those dictionary fields they find useful, and to
give those fields non-technical descriptions. This in turn allows Informer users outside the IT staff to
create and modify reports without knowledge of the underlying database structure, resulting in a
drastic decrease in users requiring IT resources to get to the data they need. Informer users become
empowered to access their data, and to customize the view to their requirements.

New features in v3.1 include report categorization, enhanced and configurable PDF templates,
extended security options, support for multiple accounts, and an architecture rewrite resulting in
speed increases throughout the product. “We've always allowed customer requests to drive features,
and with this release we found the most common request to be speed enhancement,” said Andrew
Morovati, project manager for Informer. “So the bulk of our energy as a development team was spent
on an architecture rewrite. We are confident this release is the fastest reporting tool available for
UniData and UniVerse.”

Doug Leupen, Entrinsik's president, stated: “This release marks a milestone in Informer's development.
We gather from initial response that the new features, the speed enhancements, the ease of use — all
the items we focused on during development — are being widely praised by our existing customer
base. Responding to customer feature requests ensured this release would be full of useful, real-world
function needs, and we're proud and happy to provide our customers what they need most — the
most polished, most intuitive, most powerful reporting system available to the IBM U2 market.”

About Entrinsik
Entrinsik Inc., headquartered in Raleigh, N.C., provides software and services focused on the IBM U2
family of database products. Entrinsik’s Informer Web Reporting System is the industry leader for
reporting systems for UniVerse and UniData. Its SEMtek product is an enterprise solution for continu-
ing education, training, and conference providers. Founded in 1984 and in the MultiValue market
since, Entrinsik aims to provide leading-edge technology and unsurpassed customer service to their
customers. 

Information on Geac Public Safety Division can be found at http://www.publicsafety.geac.com.
Information on Entrinsik and Informer can be found at www.entrinsik.com.
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Not again. I thought I buried

this one. See, I was teaching

Javascript back in the glory days

of the Internet gold mine. But,

lo, we return to Javascript with a

new twist.This time, though, it’s

a bit cleaner, more consistent

and offers far better ways of cre-

ating sophisticated interfaces.

The key is using Ajax.

Alas, it’s not the stuff you use to scrub

away annoying build-up. It’s a way of

exploiting the newest tools in the

browsers. You can create a far more

robust look and feel for your Web

pages, simply by making them more

interactive.

Ajax stands for Asynchronous JavaScript

and XML. So, yes, it’s a stretch. But, ooh,

isn’t it somewhat quaint to return to

playful acronyms instead of simply mak-

ing up odd-ball names like Accenture,

Cingular or Vonage?

Speaking of acronyms, and to get my

last non-sequitur out of the way, I want

to avoid disappointing my RSS readers.

I decided to write about Ajax as I was

finishing my series of articles on RSS

technology. While putting that stuff

together, I saw a clever example of

deploying an RSS stream using Ajax

technologies and thought, hey, let’s

transition to the next topic. The two

blend hand in hand.

Back to Ajax.

Well, as the rather laborious name

implies, this programming technique

blends long-used JavaScript scripting

with XML object technology.On top of

that, it uses JavaScript’s ability to per-

form functions asynchronously. If

you’ve been following the articles and

Spectrum conferences for the past

decade, you’re probably more than

well-versed in JavaScript. Perhaps you

took a JavaScript class from me.

In addition to the development of

JavaScript, we’ve seen the large-scale

implementation of XML technologies.

As deployment of XML data and Web

services grows ever wider, you will

eventually find it convenient to con-

Webonomics 101

Ajax
An Example of Pulling Back City
and State Using a Zip Code

Cleaning Up with

B Y  M E L V I N  S O R I A N O
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nect an HTML directly to XML data for

the occasional update.

Probably today you have Web pages

where you want one data element to

be updated without reloading the

entire page. Here’s Ajax to the rescue.

There’s an object (a subroutine) found

with most of today’s browsers. It’s the

XMLHttpRequest object.Using this func-

tion,Web browsers can retrieve and sub-

mit XML data directly, with the

processing occurring in the background.

Isn’t that cool? The Ajax concept

extends JavaScript because the script-

ing can occur in the background. Just

like JOB or PHANTOM. Certain activi-

ties can be PHANTOMed off, perform-

ing useful tricks while we stare at a

Web page.

The XMLHttpRequest object first mate-

rialized in Microsoft’s rather buggy

Internet Explorer 5. But today, it also

works with Mozilla, Netscape, Firefox

and Safari.

Support for and increasing use of XML-

HttpRequest means that is pretty much

now the de facto standard. I expect that

it will likely be supported even when a

W3C specification develops a supposed

new standard for such functionality.

I suppose the easiest way to test this is

by giving you an example. First some

theory, then an easy example.

First, in your header’s <script> area,

create an instance of the XML-

HttpRequest object. For backward

compatibility, you do need to branch

FIGURE 1 - Two Ways of Creating an XMLHttpRequest Object

http = new ActiveXObject("Microsoft.XMLHTTP");

http = new XMLHttpRequest();

FIGURE 2 - Generic Function Called getHTTPObject()

function getHTTPObject() {

var xmlhttp = "";

/*@cc_on

@if (@_jscript_version >= 5)

try {

xmlhttp = new ActiveXObject("Msxml2.XMLHTTP");

} catch (e) {

try {

xmlhttp = new ActiveXObject("Microsoft.XMLHTTP");

} catch (E) {

xmlhttp = false;

}

}

@else

xmlhttp = false;

@end @*/

;

if (!xmlhttp && typeof XMLHttpRequest != 'undefined') {

try {

xmlhttp = new XMLHttpRequest();

} catch (e) {

xmlhttp = false;

}

}

return xmlhttp;

}

to do something, based on the

browser’s version. The two ways

shown in Figure 1 are main com-

mands that need to be called.

To do the right branching, you can

use the code in Figure 2. It’s a gener-

ic function call that tests the browser

compatibility for you.
Continues on page 36
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So what can you do with this thing?

Figure 3 shows the HTML document

ziplook.htm source code. If you want,

you can test it out by pointing to

http://www.eriscorp.com/demo/ziplo

ok.htm.When you try this page, it will

allow you to enter a zip code.Without

having to hit submit, the page will look

up the city and state and return the

appropriate values. If the zip code does

not exist, it returns an error message.

The generic code in Figure 2 is up in

lines 7-32 of Figure 3.

Line 35 is the path to a WebWizard

from Eagle Rock program that looks

up a zip code in our sample zip code

table. It’s not a complete table, so you

can always try our zip code of 91101.

Line 37 calls the object we defined.

The next two functions are inter-relat-

ed. Let’s first see what causes them to

execute. Line 69 has an onBlur event.

F I G U R E  3 - Sample HTML document called ZIPLOOK.HTM

001: <!DOCTYPE html PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD XHTML 1.0 Strict//EN"
002: "http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtml1/DTD/xhtml1-strict.dtd">
003: <html xmlns="http//www.w3.org/1999/xhtml">
004: <head>
005: <title>ZIP Demo</title>
006: <script language="javascript"  type="text/javascript">
007: function getHTTPObject() {
008: var xmlhttp = "";
009: /*@cc_on
010: @if (@_jscript_version >= 5)
011: try {
012: xmlhttp = new ActiveXObject("Msxml2.XMLHTTP");
013: } catch (e) {
014: try {
015: xmlhttp = new ActiveXObject("Microsoft.XMLHTTP");
016: } catch (E) {
017: xmlhttp = false;
018: }
019: }
020: @else
021: xmlhttp = false;
022: @end @*/;
024: if (!xmlhttp && typeof XMLHttpRequest != 'undefined') {
025: try {
026: xmlhttp = new XMLHttpRequest();

Webonomics 101
Continued from page 36



If you exit the zip code field, it will

call the updateCityState function in

Lines 53-61.

The updateCityState function grabs

the contents of the zip field. It creates

the URL and then uses the open

method of the object we created earli-

er. Imagine this method as being the

equivalent of typing in a URL into a

browser; you are “opening” a URL in a

virtual mini-browser we created with

our generic routine.

Now, if this were not Ajax, we would

expect that something would have to

wait before we get a response back.

But because this is asynchronous, we

can continue on our merry way while

the open method is being performed.

Line 59 says that when the subroutine

is completed to call the handleHttpRe-

sponse function in Lines 38-52.

This function examines the response

coming back from the open request. It

assumes that the information is parsed

using tabs and then loads those fields

into the city and state fields.

Rather straightforward actually.

You can see in Figures 4-6 the result.

Figure 4 shows a simple Web form

027: } catch (e) {

028: xmlhttp = false;

029: }

030: }

031: return xmlhttp;

032: }

033:

034: var url = "http://www.eriscorp.com/demo/wwiz.exe/wwiz.asp?wwizmstr=W_ZIP&_CTm=prn&f=tab&z=";

035: var isWorking = false;

036: var http = getHTTPObject();

037:

038: function handleHttpResponse() {

039: if (http.readyState == 4) {

040: isWorking = false;

041: if (http.responseText.indexOf('invalid') == -1) {

042: var xmlDocument = http.responseXML;

043: results = http.responseText.split(" ");

044: if (results[0] == "" && results[1] == "") {

045: alert("Zip Code was not found");

046: }

047: document.getElementById('city').value = results[0];

048: document.getElementById('state').value = results[1];

049: isWorking = false;

050: }

051: }

052: }

053: function updateCityState() {

054: if (!isWorking) {

055: var zipValue = document.getElementById("zip").value;

056: var URL = url + escape(zipValue)

057: http.open("GET", URL, true);

058: isWorking = true;

059: http.onreadystatechange = handleHttpResponse;

060: http.send(null);

061: }

062: }

063: </script>

064: </head>

065: <body>

066: <form action="post">

067: <p> 

068: ZIP code:

069: <input type="text" size="5" name="zip" id="zip" onBlur="updateCity
State();" />

070: <p>

071: City:

072: <input type="text" name="city" id="city" disabled/>

073: State:

074: <input type="text" size="2" name="state" id="state" disabled/>

075: </form><body></html>  
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Data within SB+ is usually stored on

the disk in the most efficient form pos-

sible and then displayed to the user in

a format they are familiar with.As an

example, time is stored on the disk as

the number of seconds since 12:00

a.m. If the time were to be displayed to

the user as a number, like 30, it would

not mean much to the user. Using a

conversion code, the time could be

displayed as 12:30 a.m. and this

would be in a format which the

user would understand.

In most multi-valued systems, you

should not store numeric data with

decimal points on the disk. If you 

follow this practice you will need to

use conversion codes when you 

display the data to the user, in the

proper form such as dates, time,

and monetary amounts.

Input Conversion

Usually monetary amounts are entered

as cents, without the decimal places.

The data would be stored as entered,

but redisplayed to the user with the

decimal points using the MD2 conver-

sion.The application may call for the

data to be entered with the decimal

places. In SB+, this can be accom-

plished using the input conversion of

MD[I.The output conversion is taken

from the input conversion. By specify-

ing the [I you are doing the input and

output conversion in one step on the

data. F6 Addit can also be used to spec-

ify input conversions on data.As a new

user to SB+, you should be aware that

data and time conversions automatical-

ly imply input conversion so it is

unnecessary to specify [I when you are

working with these types of data.
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SB+101

By Danny
 Passig

Part 9: 

Field Definitions II

C
onversion codes within SB+ may be

used to change data from raw form

as you entered the data, into the for-

mat it will ultimately be displayed in. They are

usually used for dates, times and monetary

amounts. There may be times you want to con-

vert data that is input in one form and store it

in a different form on the disk and you will need

to use conversion codes for this purpose. 
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Contact us for a demo & your nearest Viságe representative
sales @ stamina.com.au

It’s settled then... Viságe was proven at 
the 2005 International Spectrum’s Database 

Challenge by taking out SILVER

Viságe is a powerful tool to help you 
easily migrate applications to become thin

client/browser based.

You may place any SB+ expression in

() to differentiate it from a standard

conversion code, which allows you to

use these as conversion codes.

@VALUE should be returned in the out-

put format required. Expression con-

version codes will not work in

ACCESS report definitions. Use the

OCONV function where the second

parameter may be an expression, if

you want a variable 

conversion code. For example, you

could store the required code in a

COMMON variable such as PARMS(1)

and reference it by using the

(OCONV(@VALUE, @PARMS(1))). Look

in the Appendix of the SB+ manual

for a list of all Conversion Codes.

Correlative

Correlatives are efficient because:

Any PICK correlative may be defined

as an SB+ expression.You should use

SB+ expressions rather than PICK cor-

relatives, then you will be able to use

these expressions everywhere in SB+.

SB+ expressions are more powerful

than PICK correlatives, will not have a

PICK equivalent and may not be used

in screen and report definitions or

N E E D E D

PICK PROGRAMMERS
for Florida, California, Atlanta 
New Jersey, Nashville, Denver, 
N. Carolina, S. Carolina, Texas,

Philadelphia, St. Louis, Michigan, and
New York City

1 - 8 0 0 - 9 4 9 - 5 4 2 3
Chuck Okeson, Software Search

770-934-5138 • FAX: 770-939-6410

Chuck@SoftwareSearch.com

• They reduce or eliminate data 

redundancy.

• Changes only need to be made to 

the real occurrence of the data.

They may be used to:

• Perform calculations which involve 
data, constants and system variables.

• Use data from other files.

• Manipulate data that has been 
derived.

You should enter the field position of
0 when you are defining correlatives
in SB+, and this will not be confused
with the Key field.

Correlatives may be defined in one of
two ways:

• As a multi-value correlative.

• As any SB+ expression enclosed in 
parentheses.

Continues on page 40

So says “Judge” Steve Aleander from 
Coronado, CA

Viságe seems cleaner and 
easier to maneuver through than 

any of the others.
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ACCESS report definitions or SELECT

statements.

See the section in the documentation

on Expressions if you need further

information on correlatives.

Allow Amend(Y/N)

Use this field to permit or prevent

amendments to the field when it

appears on a maintenance screen.

Default Value

If a default value is required for this

field, specify an expression which will

produce the necessary value in this

field.Any expression may be used

which results in a value and will be exe-

cuted immediately before the field is

accessed on a screen.The default value

is normally only generated if the field is

NULL,but you may force the value by

appending [M] to the end of the expres-

sion.For example:HRS * RATE[M].

Skip Option

By appending an [S] to the end of the

expression, the field will be skipped

and the default value taken. For exam-

ple: @DATE + 10[S].This can be useful

in conditional expressions where you

may need to take a default value under

certain conditions, but not in others.

You could also define the field with a

default value and make it a non-input

field and not use the skip option.

The [S][M] options may be combined,

but the [M] must be specified after

the [S].

Validation Code

This prompt allows you to enter a 

validation code or expression which

will check data entered in the screen.

An error message, which you specify,

will be displayed if the data in invalid.

The following types of Validation

Codes are available:

• A list of valid values such as "Y","N",

1,4,8, which would accept values Y,

N, 1, 4 or 8.

• Result of an expression. For example

(@VALUE < 10), where the value 

input must be less than 10.

• Value must exist or not exist in a 

file. F:filename[,[dispfld][,[y/n][,len]]]

Filename = file to validate against

Dispfld = field name or position to dis-

play on prompt line for verification.

Y/N = Y means the value must exist in

the file, N is does not exist. If this is

not specified,Y is assumed.

SB+ 101 Continued from page 39



Len = maximum length of display

field, default is 20.

• Range check.Example:R:"20" TO "30"

• No spaces allowed. S:

• Integer. I:

• Unique multi-value. U:

• Call process. C:processname.

RTN.FLAG will be set to 1 if invalid 

else it will be 0.

• Call a BASIC subroutine. B:sub

name[,parms]. RTN.FLAG will be 

set to 1 if invalid else it will be 0.

• Pattern match. P:pattern. Examples:

• P1N1A - value must be one  

numeric then one  alphabetic

• P:3X - value must be three 

alphanumeric characters

• P:0A-1N - value must be any 

number of alphanumeric 

characters, a dash, then one 

numeric character.

• Translate.T:val1,val2/tranval,

tranval2/amc 

• Check that the value matches

val1 or val2 and if it does, con-

vert to tranval1 or tranval2 and

store the converted value in posi-

tion amc of the record. Example:

T:0,1/DICT:,/4-allow 0 or 1 and

convert to DICT or null string and

place in attribute 4.

You may define error messages by

enclosing them in {} at the end of the 

validation code such as C:CHECK.VALUE

{This is an invalid value}. Use the 

MESSAGE item in the xxCONTROL

file and specify the attribute number

of the error message you wish to use

such as C:VAL.ENT{[U5]}.This would

get the fifth attribute or message from

the MESSAGE item. Using the MES-

SAGE is the best method to use as you

will have an easily referenced master

file with error message you may use

throughout your SB+ application.This

will also make it easier to translate

your application to another language.

Note that the value entered in a field

is held in the COMMON variable

VALUE until after the validation and

then it is placed in the field name.

When you create a validation, use

@VALUE within the expression to

refer to the data entered and not the

field name.

I will conclude the discussion of field

definitions in my next article. is
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development and system installations
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with a zip code field. Figure 5 shows

the result of entering a zip code that

was found in the database, yet without

entering a submit button. Figure 6

shows the result of an error condition.

It’s so easy.Without having to have a sub-

mit button everywhere, or having pop-

ups that look things up for you in the days

of anti-popup software, this will load the

needed information without having to

lose your place in the form.

In my next article, we’ll explore Ajax

some more and see what other goodies

are in store for us. In the meantime,dust

off your JavaScript books because

your forms are going to get a lot more

interesting. is

MELVIN M.  SORIANO works at Eagle

Rock Information Systems (ERIS), an Inter-

net Application Service Provider and Web-

Wizard/MultiValue Developer. ERIS has

deployed enterprise-wide solutions on

most MultiValue platforms and operating

systems. HTM-Mel can be contacted at

mel@eriscorp.com and visited at

http://www.eriscorp.com. You can always

call him directly at ERIS’s Pasadena, Calif.,

offices: (626) 535-9658.

Continued from page 37
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Binding Objects components can be

used outside of the Visual Studio envi-

ronment, but really come into their

own when used in conjunction with

mv.NET’s extensive VS.NET add-in

technology. Dockable toolbars provid-

ing databinding summary information

along with sophisticated auto position-

ing of automatically created bound

controls which act to save the devel-

oper valuable time in their task of cre-

ating state-of-the-art applications.

Adapter Objects provide the developer

with a range of components designed

to allow efficient ADO.NET based

access to MultiValue databases. In fact

this functionality brings the MultiValue

developer as close to the SQL Server

developer in terms of technology and

functionality as s/he is ever going to

get. In order to provide a comprehen-

sive ADO.NET solution we have pro-

vided the following two groups of

components:

• MultiValue database specific

implementations of the ADO.NET

classes/interfaces

• Visual Studio.NET add-in compo-

nents to aid developer productivity

in the use of Adapter Objects

So that we can present a MultiValue

oriented ADO.NET managed data

provider,Adapter Objects provides the

developer with mv.NET specific class-

es, most of which inherit from the cor-

responding .NET framework IDbxxx

interface. As I think you will now

begin to expect from us, we have

worked hard to ease the use of Adapter

Objects from within the Visual Studio

IDE. To do that we have provided a

range of VS.NET extensions which are

used in various places within the

VS.NET IDE.

QWhat database environments
is mv.NET compatible with?

A N S W E R : At the begin-

ning I mentioned that a fundamental

design aim for mv.NET was to provide

connectivity to ALL the main MultiVal-

ue databases.We have done this and are

providing the developer with the great-

est flexibility to deliver applications

across the widest range of databases.

We also know that many organizations

like the comfort zone and don’t want

to have to install the “latest” database

release,so mv.NET is not ageist and will

run on many of the old releases.

We are able to ensure,by using telnet as

one of the various connection meth-

ods, the widest database support pos-

sible.Testing has also found that with

the majority of databases very good

performance can be obtained and

good security is implicit with the cor-

rect firewall implementation and use of

VPN connections for remote sites.

However, wherever the database sup-

plier has a suitable connect method we

will make use of it, i.e., UniObjects for

U2 and UniVision’s SAC.Today we sup-

port D3,jBASE,mvBASE,Reality,UniData,

UniVerse and UniVision and have imme-

diate plans for mvEnterprise and

Power95 and possibly Revelation. If

there are any that we have missed,please

contact us and we are sorry to have

missed you out!
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mv.NET:
Microsoft .NET

Bridging the Gap From
MultiValue to 



QHow is it different from

other products that are in

the same arena?

A N S W E R : This question

is in fact very straightforward to

answer. Our developers come from

two groups and have built up a long-

term working relationship, plus they

like the odd beer together as well. The

MultiValue group has skills from previous

COM based projects but had also spent

time working as application develop-

ers. In implementing mv.NET, the first

group therefore has taken into account

the “requirements of the developer” as

much as the pure “functional specifica-

tion.” The second group has been

Microsoft .NET through and through

from its inception. To them the chal-

lenge has been to enable mv.NET func-

tionality from within Visual Studio

.NET IDE. A challenge that has

stretched their skills to the limit sever-

al times — the inside of Visual Studio

being a “wondrous place.” So why are

we different?  Well, mv.NET is unique

in providing a complete Visual Studio

.NET environment for the MultiValue

developer. Having said that, owning

VS.NET is by no means mandatory for

the use of the product.

Core Objects and Binding Objects

have been implemented with the prac-

tical application development experi-

ence I mentioned earlier as well as

with our MultiValue and .NET skills.

From the many comments passed to

us so far, developers are finding ease

of use and productivity there from the

moment they finish the installation of

mv.NET. In fact, when the many read-

ers of this article have the opportuni-

ty to try out Binding Objects and

Adapter Objects, I am sure that they

will also find that mv.NET has moved

.NET development well on to the next

level,way beyond anything else on the

market today.

The combination, therefore, of the way

the MultiValue implementation has

been undertaken and the fully integrat-

ed MultiValue aware Visual Studio .NET

IDE ensures that mv.NET stands out as

the product of choice in this market.

QWhat are some of mv.NET’s

more unique features and

functions?

A N S W E R : As users, we

all expect “immediate” response from

today’s applications. With this require-

ment in mind, mv.NET has been engi-

neered with in-built “data fetch on

demand”technology which is under the

control of the developer.Therefore, the

application interface response time can

be automatically safeguarded even in

situations where large volumes of data

are being returned or where network

connections offer restricted bandwidth,

thus removing a significant issue from

the shoulders of the developer.

Stateless application support within

the product allows developers to cut

development timescales by automati-

cally persisting data and status history

across application invocations.

So far we have looked at the manage-

ment of data flowing from server to

client and retaining user and data sta-

tus. The management of the connec-

tion itself is the next point to address.

For Web and Web Services applications,

Connection Pooling is employed to

ensure the most efficient use is made of

mv.NET and the underlying database

licenses. mv.NET’s session pooling and

sharing management provides a sophis-

ticated environment for striking a bal-

ance between the need to minimize

database license consumption and the

need for rapid connection establish-

ment. The following diagram summa-

rizes the key aspects of mv.NET’s

session management:

Continued from page 43

“You only have to
see the major 

ramp up in .NET
application 

deployments this
year and the speed
that applications are

being rolled out 
to see that it was
vital for MultiValue

developers to 
also be able to 

ride on the crest of
the wave.”
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The three thresholds on the right

allow the IT manager to both guaran-

tee a minimum number of database

connections while at the same time

allow the connection pool to grow in

times of high demand. They are also

able to fix absolutely the maximum

number of database licenses that an

application can consume.

We were also asked, “Can you reduce

the number of database licenses we

need to allocate for rich client applica-

tions?” Plus, I guess, there was also a

hidden agenda of “Can you reduce the

number of mv.NET licenses we need to

buy?” The answer is “yes" to both ques-

tions, with one proviso. Develop rich

client applications using optimistic

locking and full use can be made of Ses-

sion Sharing in mv.NET. We envisage

user ratios to mv.NET run time sessions

and database licenses of approximately

3:1 by using this feature.Now who said

that MultiValue-based applications

could not compete on price per seat!

Some of the points I have highlighted

here have not gone unnoticed and we

have already attracted several early

adopters in this market across to

mv.NET with the minimum of effort.

QWhat’s new in this latest release

coming out in May 2005?

A N S W E R : Release 2.0 is

a significant step forward in the life of

mv.NET. It brings the production

release of Adapter Objects — a full

implementation of an ADO.NET man-

aged data provider which, when com-

bined with configurable dynamic data

normalization, brings MultiValue data-

bases right up to the same level as SQL

database implementations within the

.NET environment.With this full imple-

mentation — and we really do mean

FULL! —  we provide comprehensive

read and write functionality together

with transaction boundaries, all based

on true optimistic locking architec-

ture. As with Binding Objects, we’ve

also created a rich set of Visual Studio

add-in technology to complement the

core functionality of Adapter Objects.

Like all new releases we have fixed a

few bugs and tidied a few more things

up under the hood,but no fundamental

changes were necessary to Core

Objects or to Binding Objects. One

area, however, where we have

improved things is for the C# developer

where the demonstration account, SOP,

is now available in C# as well as VB.NET.

QCan you give an example of

a company that has imple-

mented mv.NET — why was

mv.NET chosen as the solution and

how is it being used?

A N S W E R : There are

numerous, but one of the most inter-

esting is that of Drexel Management

Services, a major East Coast Reseller of

jBASE, D3 and mvBASE, who chose

mv.NET for all future .NET develop-

ment for their clients. Drexel’s presi-

dent, Drew Conboy, looked at other

data providers in the MultiValue data-

base market, but felt that mv.NET was

the most feature rich.Drexel required a

product that was fully MultiValue

enabled so the fact that mv.NET pro-

vides that and allows the developers

complete flexibility with its total inte-

gration with Visual Studio .NET was a

major selling point.Also of importance

in the decision was the fact that

mv.NET works with all the MultiValue

databases and provides a single devel-

opment and deployment environment

for all of Drexel’s diverse customer

base. Drexel’s first customer has a Web

application using mv.NET on D3. is

For more information, please visit

www.bluefinity.com.

Taking Control of Your 
Printer with OIPI Continued from page 22

tableHead = "Quantity,Description,Unit
Price,Ext Price"

table = ""

table<1>  = "1,OpenInsight Printer
Interface 2.0 -- Special limited time
introductory price,$345.00,$345.00"

table<2>  = "2,Second line item
here,$1.00,$2.00"

table<3>  = "1,Third line item here
(no charge for this bonus
item),$0.00,$0.00"

For I = 4 to 30

table<I>  = "1,Test line item
here":(i-3):",$0.00,$0.00"

Next I

table<31> = ""

table<32> = ",Merchandise
Total,,$347.00"

table<33> = ""

table<34> = ",Tax,,$12.00"

table<35> = ",Shipping,,$5.00"

table<36> = ",Handling,,$5.00"

table<37> = ""

table<38> = ",,Sub Total,$369.00"

table<39> = ""

table<40> = ",,Total,$369.00"

convert "," to @vm in table

convert "," to @vm in tableHead

x = Set_Printer("ADDTABLE",
">1080":@VM:"<4680":@VM:">1440
":@VM:">1440":@FM, tableHead,
table, RGB(192, 192, 192), "", "",
TB_BOX_ROWS)

* Terminate this printing session.

x = Set_Printer("TERM", 1)

Return

Conclusion

The OpenInsight Printing Interface pro-

vides developers with the ability to cre-

ate sophisticated high-quality output

without having to learn PCL5 / PCL6

code.With the OpenInsight BFS to U2,

developers using UniVerse and UniData

can utilize the power of OIPI to gain

control of their printer output. is
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How to eBay the Smart
Way Continued from page 6

anything to become an eBay member,
and the cost for selling an item is mod-
est with a maximum fee of about five
percent of the selling price.

Are the
Are there things I can’t
sell on eBay?

A N S W E R : eBay pro-
vides a list of items that are prohibited,
such as firearms and fireworks.You can
find it on the eBay Web site. It also pro-
vides a list of restricted items. These
are items that are not prohibited but
that you need to use common sense
when selling.

For instance, when selling used clothes,
the clothes should be washed and clean.

I know a lot of people who
buy things on eBay all the
time, but I’m a little nerv-

ous about it. How can I make sure
I don’t get ripped off?

A N S W E R : eBay has a
reputation system it calls a feedback
system. Both buyers and sellers rate
each other in every transaction either
a positive, a neutral, or a negative. Each
member’s ratings are public and per-
manent.You can look at the feedback
of any seller to decide whether he or
she is trustworthy.

I just started selling on
eBay, and most of my feed-
back has been really posi-

tive. However, one buyer didn’t
read the conditions of sale posted
in my ad, and didn’t have a con-
firmed address for me to ship to.
Since I don’t ship to unconfirmed
addresses, I refunded the seller his
money, but this really upset him
and now he’s left me negative feed-
back. Is there any way to get feed-
back retracted?

A N S W E R : You cannot
get feedback retracted except by
mutual consent of buyer and seller,but
you can leave a reply to the feedback
that the buyer gave you. You can also

Q

Q

Q

leave negative feedback for the buyer
explaining what he did.

I live in a rural area, so I
don’t really have much
access to designer clothes,

handbags, and shoes. I know you
can get this stuff on eBay, but I
don’t want to pay more than it’s
worth just because I live in the
boonies. How can I make sure I’m
not paying too much for these
types of things?

A N S W E R : You can get
an idea of value of items by finding list
prices in advertisements and clothing
catalogs.Then you need to decide what
percentage of list price you’re willing
to pay for such items.You can also look
at several weeks of completed eBay
auctions to find out what identical or
similar items have sold for in the past
on eBay.That will show you the market
value of such items. is

Other hot tips from Sinclair:
* Always include a photo with the

item you’re selling, even if it’s just
software in which case you could
show off the box. Photographs
give buyers a way to inspect an
intangible product.

* Don’t become overly concerned
with bidding strategies -- eBay has
proxy bidding, which means you
won’t win an auction by raising the
price a dollar or two. You have to
beat out the highest bidder.

Say, for example, you bid $75 for
something. Someone else can come
in and bid $100, but the price only
raises to $76 on the auction site.
Unless someone is willing to bid
$101 or more, the person who bid
$100 is going to win the auction.No
one will know exactly how much
the competition was willing to pay
until they beat the highest bid.

F O R  M O R E  I N F O R M AT I O N
about “eBay the Smart Way,” log
on to the publisher’s Web site,
www.amacombooks.org.

Q

PICK 
PROFESSIONAL
Don’t  make the mistake of placing 

your career in the hands of just ANY
search firm. We are professionals who
understand the importance of CONFI-
DENTIALITY and RESPECT of a job

search, and our database of clients is
one of the largest in the country.

Unlike the rest, we will work in YOUR
best interests’ to help you  further your 
career. Because of our dedication and
professionalism, we are recognized as
the leaders in the PICK/UniVerse/Unida-

ta placement industry in the Tri-State
area and throughout the U.S. So if you

are tired of putting yourself at the 
mercy of the rest.

CALL THE BEST! Contact...
Matt Hart

EXECU-SYS, LTD
1 Penn Plaza, Suite 3306
New York, NY 10119

(212) 967-0505
(800) 423-1964 x 302 
Fax: (212)947-8593
Email: mh@eslny.com

Consultants Needed Nationwide

Terminal Supplier

Text Based

Thin Clients

SpotLine Inc.
4000 Bridgeway Suite 304

Sausalito, CA  94965
Tel: 1 415 332-1679

1 888 827-1836 (toll free in USA)

www.spotline.com

SpotLine
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“Branch Manager’s” Desktop, etc. Exer-
cising control over what may be many
desktops in many locations within the
business, the myViewpoint “Profession-
al Edition” incorporates additional
functionality, permitting the BI admin-
istrator the necessary controls to cre-
ate, modify, execute and distribute
personalized Business Intelligence to
other myViewpoint users, including
those who want to access their Busi-
ness Intelligence via the Internet.

While many businesses have struggled
with implementing data warehousing
or data cleansing projects and the cost
associated with them, myViewpoint is
a solution that allows businesses to get
the true value from their corporate
data, yet remains cost-effective, accord-
ing to Via Systems.

At $3,360 for the base license, and
$2,218 for the three-year software
assurance,myViewpoint is billed as the
most economical, feature-rich business
intelligence tool in the marketplace.

myViewpoint is available for use with the
UniVision DBMS, UniVerse, UniData,
OpenInsight,D3 and Micro Focus Cobol.
Other MultiValue environments can
effectively utilize myViewpoint by
installing a Business Intelligence server
running UniVision and myViewpoint,and
connecting to their database server. is

Look for e-xtra, on the first and the fifteenth of each month.
This e-newspaper has timely industry news, hot topic, classified
ads, and things of interest heard on the MultiValue grapevine.

Have you seen it?
Everyone’s talking about it, International Spectrum

e-xtra, the new e-newspaper.

®

I N T E R N A T I O N A L

THE BUSINESS COMPUTER MAGAZINE

SPECTRUMSPECTRUMe-xtra™

• Let us know what you’ve heard on the grapevine that you 
think we should look into.

• Let us know what’s new at your company that you’d like other 
people to know!

• Find out how to add e-xtra punch to your International 
Spectrum Magazine ad with a complementing ad in International

Spectrum’s e-xtra.

• Take advantage of placing an inexpensive classified ad in 
International Spectrum e-xtra.

Get your FREE subscription at www.int l - spectrum.com

™

Quantum VS myView-
point Continued from page 15

For more 

information,

please visit

www.via.com.




